Task-dependent organization of pinch grip forces.
The organization of thumb and index finger forces in a pinch formation was investigated under conditions where kinetic constraints on interdigit force coupling were removed. Two visually guided isometric force tasks at submaximal levels were used to characterize the spatial and temporal aspects of interdigit force coupling. Task 1 provided an initial characterization of interdigit force coordination when the force relationship between the digits was not specified. Task 2 probed the extent to which a preferred coordination of the thumb and index finger could be decoupled, both temporally and with respect to force magnitude, by specifying the coordination between the digit forces. Digit forces were measured using a pinch apparatus that was instrumented to record the magnitude and direction of the thumb (F(t)) and index finger (F(i)) forces, independently. Two apparatus conditions allowed further examination of interdigit force coordination when the relationship between digit forces was mechanically constrained (pivot condition), and when the relationship between digit forces was not constrained, allowing the neuromotor system to select a preferred pattern of interdigit coordination (fixed condition). Sixteen right-handed adults exerted a pinch force against the apparatus to match a single-cycle sine wave that varied between 15 and 35% of each participant's maximal voluntary pinch force. The target was presented with positive or negative target sense, to vary the order of force level and direction of force change across the trials. When the mechanical constraints allowed selection of a preferred coordination pattern, F(t) = F(i) was a robust result. In contrast, when the coordination between the digit forces was specified by the requirement to simultaneously produce and control independent thumb and index finger forces while acting on a stable object, subjects were able to produce forces that markedly deviated from the F(t) = F(i) coordination. The organization of pinch is characterized by a preferred, tight coupling of digit forces, which can be modified based on task demands.